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Abstract—The splendid success of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) in computer vision is largely attributed to the availability of
large annotated datasets, such as ImageNet and Places. However, in biomedical imaging, it is very challenging to create such large
annotated datasets, as annotating biomedical images is not only tedious, laborious, and time consuming, but also demanding of costly,
specialty-oriented skills, which are not easily accessible. To dramatically reduce annotation cost, this paper presents a novel method to
naturally integrate active learning and transfer learning (fine-tuning) into a single framework, called AFT∗, which starts directly with a
pre-trained CNN to seek “worthy” samples for annotation and gradually enhance the (fine-tuned) CNN via continuous fine-tuning. We
have evaluated our method in three distinct biomedical imaging applications, demonstrating that it can cut the annotation cost by at
least half, in comparison with random selection. This performance is attributed to the several advantages derived from the advanced
active, continuous learning capability of our method, including (1) starting with a completely empty labeled dataset, requiring no labeled
seed samples; (2) incrementally improving the learner through continuous fine-tuning rather than repeatedly re-training; (3) actively
selecting most informative and representative candidates by naturally exploiting expected consistency among the patches within each
candidate; (4) computing selection criteria locally on a small number of patches within each candidates, saving computation time
considerably; (5) automatically handling noisy labels via majority selection; (6) autonomously balancing training samples among
classes; (7) combining newly selected candidates with misclassified candidates to eliminate easy samples for training efficiency, and
focus on hard samples for preventing catastrophic forgetting; and (8) incorporating randomness in active selection to strike a balance
between exploration and exploitation. Although AFT∗ was initially conceived in the context of computer-aided diagnosis in biomedical
imaging, it is generic and applicable to many tasks in computer vision and image analysis; we illustrate the key ideas behind AFT∗ with
the Places database for scene interpretation in natural images.
Index Terms—Active learning, annotation cost reduction, convolutional neural networks, computer-aided diagnosis, fine tuning, ground
truth creation, labeling biomedical images, medical image analysis, medical image computing, and transfer learning
F
1 INTRODUCTION
CONVOLUTIONAL neural networks (CNNs) [1] havebrought about a revolution in computer vision thanks
to large annotated datasets, such as ImageNet [2] and
Places [3]. As evidenced by an IEEE TMI special issue [4]
and two recent books [5], [6], intense interest in applying
CNNs in biomedical image analysis is widespread, but its
success is impeded by the lack of such large annotated
datasets in biomedical imaging. Annotating biomedical im-
ages is not only tedious and time consuming, but also de-
manding of costly, specialty-oriented knowledge and skills,
which are not easily accessible. Therefore, we seek to answer
this critical question: How to dramatically reduce the cost of
annotation when applying CNNs in biomedical imaging, as well
as an accompanying question: given a labeled dataset, how
to determine its sufficiency in covering the variations of objects
of interest. In doing so, we present a novel method called
Shorter version: Z. Zhou, J. Shin, L. Zhang, S. Gurudu, M. Gotway, and
J. Liang, “Fine-tuning convolutional neural networks for biomedical
image analysis: Actively and incrementally,” in IEEE conference on
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AFT∗ to naturally integrate active learning and transfer
learning into a single framework. Our AFT∗ method starts
directly with a pre-trained CNN to seek “salient” sam-
ples from the unannotated for annotation, and the (fine-
tuned) CNN is continuously fine-tuned by newly annotated
samples combined with all misclassified samples. We have
evaluated our method in three different applications includ-
ing colonoscopy frame classification, polyp detection, and
pulmonary embolism (PE) detection, demonstrating that the
cost of annotation can be cut by at least half.
This outstanding performance is attributed to a simple
yet powerful observation: To boost the performance of
CNNs in biomedical imaging, multiple patches are usually
generated automatically for each candidate through data
augmentation; these patches generated from the same can-
didate share the same label, and are naturally expected to
have similar predictions by the current CNN before they
are expanded into the training dataset. As a result, their
entropy [7] and diversity [8] provide a useful indicator to
the “power” of a candidate in elevating the performance of
the current CNN. However, automatic data augmentation
inevitably generates “hard” samples for some candidates,
injecting noisy labels; therefore, to significantly enhance
the robustness of our method, we compute entropy and
diversity by selecting only a portion of the patches of each
candidate according to the predictions by the current CNN.
Several researchers have demonstrated the utility of fine-
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2Algorithm 1: AFT∗ – Active, continuous fine-tuning with hybrid data
Input:
U = {Ci}, i ∈ [1, n] {unlabeled pool U contains n candidates}
Ci = {xji}, j ∈ [1,m] {Ci has m patches}
M0: pre-trained CNN; α: majority selection ratio; b: batch size; Y : category set
Output:
L: labeled candidates; MT : fine-tuned CNN model at Step T
1 L ← ∅; T ← 1
2 repeat
3 for each Ci ∈ U do
4 Pi ←MT −1(Ci) {outputs ofMT −1 given ∀x ∈ Ci}
5 C′i ← Ci sorted in a descending order according to the predicted dominant class yˆ ← argmaxy∈Y
∑Pyi
6 Cαi ← top α×100% of the patches of the sorted list C′i
7 Compute Ai for Cαi (Eq. 3)
8 end
9 Sort U according to A in a descending order
10 Compute sampling probability As using sorted list A′ (Eq. 5 and Eq. 6)
11 Associate labels for b candidates with sampling probabilities: Q ← Q(As, b)
12 P ←MT −1(L) {outputs ofMT −1 given ∀x ∈ L}
13 Select misclassified candidates from L based on their annotation: H ← J(P,L)
14 Fine-tuneMT −1 with H
⋃Q:MT ← F (H⋃Q,MT −1)
15 L ← L⋃Q; U ← U \ Q; T ← T + 1
16 until classification performance is satisfied;
tuning CNNs for biomedical image analysis, but they only
performed one-time fine-tuning, that is, simply fine-tuning
a pre-trained CNN once with all available training samples
involving no active selection processes (e.g., [9]–[16]). To our
knowledge, our proposed method is among the first to inte-
grate active learning into fine-tuning CNNs in a continuous
fashion to make CNNs more amicable for biomedical image
analysis with an aim to cut annotation cost dramatically.
Compared with conventional active learning, our method,
summarized as Alg. 1, offers eight advantages:
1) Starting with a completely empty labeled dataset, re-
quiring no seed labeled candidates (see Alg. 1);
2) Incrementally improving the learner through continu-
ous fine-tuning rather than repeatedly re-training (see
Sec. 3.5);
3) Actively selecting most informative and representative
candidates by naturally exploiting expected consistency
among the patches within each candidate (see Sec. 3.2);
4) Computing selection criteria locally on a small number
of patches within each candidates, saving computation
time considerably (see Sec. 3.2);
5) Automatically handling noisy labels via majority selec-
tion (see Sec. 3.3);
6) Autonomously balancing training samples among
classes (see Sec. 4.6 and Fig. 9);
7) Combining newly selected candidates with misclassi-
fied candidates, eliminating easy samples to improve
training efficiency, and focusing on hard samples to
prevent catastrophic forgetting (see Sec. 3.5);
8) Incorporating randomness in active selection to reach
a near optimal trade-off between exploration and ex-
ploitation (see Sec. 3.4).
More importantly, our method has the potential to exert
important impact on computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) in
biomedical imaging, because the current regulations require
Fig. 1: We illustrate the ideas behind AFT∗ by utilizing
Places [3] for scene interpretation in natural images. For
simplicity yet without loss of generality, we limit to 3
categories: (k) kitchen, (l) living room, and (o) office. Places has
15,100 images in each category, while, as we can imagine,
possible layouts and appearances of kitchen, living room,
and office may vary dramatically in the real world.
that CAD systems be deployed in a “closed” environment,
in which all CAD results be reviewed and errors if any
be corrected by radiologists; as a result, all false positives
are supposed to be dismissed and all false negatives sup-
plied, an instant on-line feedback that may make CAD sys-
tems self-learning and improving possible after deployment
given the continuous fine-tuning capability of our method.
2 RELATED WORK
The literature of active learning, deep learning, and transfer
learning is rich and deep [4]–[6], [17]–[28]. Due to space, we
3Fig. 2: Referring to Alg. 1, AFT∗ aims to cut annotation cost by recommending the most informative and representative
samples iteratively for experts to label, so as to minimize the number of labeled samples required to achieve a satisfactory
performance. For Places (a), by actively selecting 2,906 images (6.92% of the whole dataset), AFT∗ (solid orange) can offer
the same performance of 4,452 images through random selection (RFT in dashed orange) in terms of AUC (Area Under
the Curve); thus saving 34.7% annotation cost relative to RFT. Furthermore, with 1,176 actively-selected images (2.80% of
the whole dataset), AFT∗ can reach the equivalent performance of full training (dashed black) with 42,000 images; thereby
saving 97.2% annotation cost relative to full training. In Sec. 4, we will perform thorough experiments, demonstrating that,
with a small subset of the labeled samples, AFT∗ can approximately achieve the performance of full training (dashed black)
or fine tuning (solid black) using all samples for three distinct medical imaging applications including colonoscopy frame
classification (b), polyp detection (c), and pulmonary embolism detection (d) [see Sec. 4 for details]. However, for Places,
AFT∗ keeps improving in performance until all images available in Places are used at the end, indicating that the Places
database is still small—this comes in no surprise, given only 15,100 images under each category in Places relative to the
large variations of layouts and appearances of kitchen, living room, and office as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, not only can
AFT∗ suggest samples worthy of labeling but also help determine if a labeled dataset is sufficient in covering the variations
of objects of interest. Please note that, following the standard active learning experimental setup, both AFT∗ and RFT select
samples from the remaining training dataset; they will eventually use the same whole training dataset, naturally yielding a
similar performance at the end. However, the goal of active learning is to find such sweet spots where a learner can achieve
an acceptable performance with a minimal number of labeled samples.
focus on the most relevant works only.
2.1 Transfer learning for medical imaging
Gustavo et al. [12] replaced the fully connected layers of
a pre-trained CNN with a new logistic layer and trained
only the appended layer with the labeled data while keeping
the rest of the network the same, yielding promising results
for classification of unregistered multiview mammograms.
In [11], a fine-tuned pre-trained CNN was applied for local-
izing standard planes in ultrasound images. Gao et al. [14]
fine-tuned all layers of a pre-trained CNN for automatic
classification of interstitial lung diseases. In [13], Shin
et al. used fine-tuned pre-trained CNNs to automatically
map medical images to document-level topics, document-
level sub-topics, and sentence-level topics. In [15], fine-
tuned pre-trained CNNs were used to automatically retrieve
missing or noisy cardiac acquisition plane information from
magnetic resonance imaging and predict the five most com-
mon cardiac views. Schlegl et al. [10] explored unsuper-
vised pre-training of CNNs to inject information from sites
or image classes for which no annotations were available,
and showed that such across site pre-training improved
classification accuracy compared to random initialization of
the model parameters. Tajbakhsh et al. [16] systematically
investigated the capabilities of transfer learning in several
medical imaging applications. However, they all performed
one-time fine-tuning—simply fine-tuning a pre-trained CNN
just once with available training samples, involving neither
active selection processes nor continuous fine-tuning.
2.2 Integrating active learning with deep learning
Research in integrating active learning and deep learning is
sparse: Wang and Shang [29] may be the first to incorpo-
rate active learning with deep learning, and based their
approach on stacked restricted Boltzmann machines and
stacked autoencoders. A similar idea was reported for hy-
perspectral image classification [30]. Stark et al. [31] applied
active learning to improve the performance of CNNs for
CAPTCHA recognition, while Al Rahhal et al. [32] exploited
deep learning for active electrocardiogram classification.
Most recently, Yang et al. [33] presented active learning
framework to reduce annotation effort by judiciously sug-
gesting the most effective annotation areas for segmentation
based on uncertainty and similarity information provided
by fully convolutional networks [34]. Their approach is
very expensive in computation, as they need train a set
of models from scratch (unlike ours via fine-tuning) via
bootstrapping [35] in order to compute their uncertainty
measure based on these models’ disagreements, and must
solve a generalized version of the maximum set cover
problem [36], which is NP-hard, to determined the most
representative areas. In a word, all aforementioned ap-
proaches are fundamentally different from AFT∗ in that in
each step they all repeatedly re-trained the learner from scratch,
4Fig. 3: Illustrated are two images (A and B) and their augmented image patches arranged according to the predictions
on the dominant category by the CNN at Step 10 (after 3,000 image label queries). Intuitively, an image would contribute
very little in boosting the current CNN’s performance if the predictions of its augmented patches are highly certain and
consistent; naturally, the entropy and diversity of its augmented patches provide a useful indicator to its “power” in elevating
the current CNN. However, automatic data augmentation inevitably generates hard samples, and there is no need to classify
them all confidently in the intermediate stages; therefore, we select only the top α×100% of the patches with the highest
predictions on the dominant category in computing entropy and diversity. We have found that α=1/4 works well across our
three distinct medical imaging applications. In this case, entropy(1/4) and diversity(1/4) for Images A and B are (2.17, 0.35)
and (4.59, 9.32), respectively, show that Image B is more uncertain and diverse than Image A, and therefore more worthy
of labeling. As a matter of fact, its label is living room in Places; thus its augmented patches are classified mostly wrong by
the current CNN, and including it into the training set is of great value. For comparison, Image A is labeled as office and
the current CNN classifies its top augmented patches as office with high confidence; thereby, labeling it would prove to
be fruitless. As a note, computing entropy and diversity on entire augmented patches yields (17.33, 297.52) for Images A
and (18.50, 262.39) for Image B, which would mislead the selection, as it indicates that the two images are close in entropy
(17.33 vs. 18.50), and Image A is more diverse than Image B (297.52 vs. 262.39). Therefore, the majority selection presented
in Sec. 3.3 is a critical component in AFT∗.
while we continuously fine-tune the (fine-tuned) CNN in an
incremental manner, offering several advantages as listed in
Sec. 1, leading to dramatic annotation cost reduction and
computation efficiency.
2.3 Our work
We presented a method for integrated active learning and
deep learning via continuous fine-tuning in our CVPR pa-
per [37], but it was limited to binary classifications and
biomedical imaging, and used all labeled samples avail-
able in each step, thereby demanding long training time
and large computer memory. This paper is a significant
extension of our CVPR paper [37], making several contri-
butions: (1) generalizing binary classification to multi-class
classification; (2) extending from computer-aided diagno-
sis in medical imaging to scene interpretation in natural
images; (3) combining newly selected samples with hard
(mis-classified) samples to eliminate easy samples for re-
ducing training time, and concentrate on hard samples for
preventing catastrophic forgetting; (4) injecting randomness
to enhance robustness in active selection; (5) experimenting
extensively with all reasonable combinations of data and
models in search for an optimal strategy; (6) demonstrating
consistent annotation reduction with different CNN archi-
tectures; and (7) illustratively explaining the active selection
process with a gallery of the patches associated with predic-
tions.
3 PROPOSED METHOD
AFT∗ was conceived in the context of computer-aided di-
agnosis (CAD) in biomedical imaging. A CAD system typi-
cally has a candidate generator, which can quickly produce
a set of candidates, among which, some are true positives
and some are false positives. After candidate generation,
the task is to train a classifier to eliminate as many as
possible false positives while keeping as many as possible
true positives. To train a classifier, each of the candidates
must be labeled. We assume that each candidate takes one
5TABLE 1: Relationships among seven prediction patterns
and four methods in active candidate selection1. We assume
that a candidate Ci has 11 patches, and their probabilities
Pi predicted by the current CNN are listed in Row 2.
Entropyα and diversityα operate on the top α×100% of the
candidate’s patches based on the prediction on the domi-
nant category as described in Sec. 3.3. In this illustration,
we choose α to be 1/4, meaning that the selection criteria
(Eqs. 1 and 2) are computed based on 3 patches within each
candidate. The first choice of each method is highlighted in
blue and the second choice is in light blue. Combing entropy
and diversity would be highly desirable, but striking a bal-
ance between them is not trivial, as it demands application-
specific λ1 and λ2 (see Eq. 3) and requires further research.
of |Y | possible labels. To boost the performance of CNNs
for CAD systems, multiple patches are usually generated
automatically for each candidate through data augmen-
tation; these patches generated from the same candidate
inherit the candidate’s label. In other words, all labels are
acquired at the candidate level. Mathematically, given a set
of candidates, U = {C1, C2, ..., Cn}, where n is the number
of candidates, and each candidate Ci = {x1i , x2i , ..., xmi } is
associated with m patches, our AFT∗ algorithm iteratively
selects a set of candidates for labeling as illustrated in Alg. 1.
However, AFT∗ is generic and applicable to many tasks
in computer vision and image analysis. For clarity, we illus-
trate the ideas behind AFT∗ with the Places database [3] for
scene interpretation in natural images, where no candidate
generator is needed, as each image may be directly regarded
as a candidate. For simplicity as an illustration, yet without
loss of generality, we limit to three categories (kitchen,
living room, and office), and divide the Places images in
each category into training (14,000 images), validation (1,000
images), and test (100 images) with no overlaps.
Designing an active learning algorithm involves two key
issues: (1) how to determine the “worthiness” of a candidate
for annotation and (2) how to update the classifier/learner.
Before formally addressing the first issue in Secs. 3.2–3.4 and
the second one in Sec. 3.5, we illustrate our ideas in Sec. 3.1
with Fig. 3 and Tab. 1.
3.1 Illustrating active candidate selection
Fig. 3 shows the active candidate selection process for multi-
class classification, while, for easy understanding, Tab. 1
1. Available at: https://github.com/MrGiovanni/Active-Learning
illustrates it in case of binary classification. Assuming the
prediction of patch xji by the current CNN is p
j
i , we call
the histogram of Pi = pji , j ∈ [1,m] the prediction pattern
of candidate Ci. As shown in Row 1 of Table 1, in binary
classification, there are seven typical prediction patterns:
• Pattern A: The patches’ predictions are mostly concen-
trated at 0.5, with a higher degree of uncertainty. Most
active learning algorithms [18], [19] favor this type of
candidates as they are good at reducing the uncertainty.
• Pattern B: It is flatter than Pattern A, as the patches’
predictions are spread widely from 0 to 1 with a higher
degree of inconsistency among the patches’ predictions.
Since all the patches belonging to a candidate are gener-
ated via data argumentation, they (at least their major-
ity) are expected to have similar predictions. This type
of candidates have potential to contribute significantly
to enhancing the current CNN’s performance.
• Pattern C: The patches’ predictions are clustered at
the both ends, with a higher degree of diversity. This
type of candidates are most likely associated with noise
labels at the patch level as illustrated in Fig. 4 (c), and
they are the least favorable in active selection because
they may cause confusion in fine-tuning the CNN.
• Patterns D and E: The patches’ predictions are clustered
at either end (i.e., 0 or 1), with a higher degree of
certainty. This type of candidates should be postponed
in annotating at this stage because mostly likely the
current CNN has predicted them correctly, and they
would contribute very little in fine-tuning the current
CNN.
• Patterns F and G: They have a higher degree of cer-
tainty in some of the patches’ predictions and are
associated with some outliers in the patches’ predic-
tions. This type of candidates are valuable because
they are capable of smoothly improving the CNN’s
performance. They might not make dramatic contri-
butions but they would not cause significant harms in
enhancing the CNN’s performance.
3.2 Seeking worthy candidates
In active learning, the key is to develop a criterion for
determining the “worthiness” of a candidate for annotation.
Our criterion is based on a simple yet powerful observation:
All patches augmented from the same candidate (Fig. 3)
share the same label; they are expected to have similar
predictions by the current CNN. As a result, their entropy
and diversity provide a useful indicator to the “power” of
a candidate in elevating the performance of the current
CNN. Intuitively, entropy captures classification certainty—
a higher uncertainty value denotes a higher degree of infor-
mation (e.g., pattern A in Tab. 1); while diversity indicates
prediction consistency among the patches of a candidate—a
higher diversity value denotes a higher degree of prediction
inconsistency (e.g., pattern C in Tab. 1). Formally, assuming
that each candidate takes one of |Y| possible labels, we
define the entropy of Ci as
ei = − 1
m
|Y|∑
k=1
m∑
j=1
pj,ki log p
j,k
i (1)
6and the diversity of Ci as
di =
|Y|∑
k=1
m∑
j=1
m∑
l=j
(pj,ki − pl,ki ) log
pj,ki
pl,ki
(2)
Combining entropy and diversity yields
Ai = λ1ei + λ2di (3)
where λ1 and λ2 are trade-offs between entropy and diver-
sity. We use two parameters for convenience, so as to easily
turn on/off entropy or diversity during experiments.
3.3 Handling noise labels via majority selection
Automatic data augmentation is essential to boost CNN’s
performance, but it inevitably generates “hard” samples
for some candidates as shown in Fig. 4 (c), injecting noisy
labels; therefore, to significantly enhance the robustness of
our method, we compute entropy and diversity by selecting
only a portion of the patches of each candidate according to
the predictions by the current CNN.
Specially, for each candidate Ci we first determine its
dominant category, which is defined the category with the
highest confidence in the mean prediction, that is,
yˆ = argmax
y∈Y
∑
Pyi (4)
where Pyi is the outputs of the current CNN given ∀x ∈ Ci
on label y. After sorting Pi according to dominant category
yˆ, we apply Eq. 3 on the top α×100% of the patches for
constructing the score matrix Ai of size αm × αm for
each candidate Ci in U . Our proposed majority selection
method automatically excludes the patches with noisy labels
(see Tab. 1: diversity and diversityα) because of their low
confidences.
We should note that the idea of combining entropy and
diversity was inspired by [38], but there is a fundamental
difference: they computed Ai across the whole unlabeled
dataset with time complexity O(m2), which is very compu-
tational expensive, while we compute Ai(j, l) locally on the
selected patches within each candidate, saving computation
time considerably with time complexity O(α2m2), where
α = 1/4 in our experiments. As a matter of fact, it is
computationally infeasible to apply this method [38] in
our three real-world applications because (a) their selection
criteria R involves all unlabeled samples (patches). For in-
stance, we have 391,200 training patches for polyp detection
(see Sec. 4.2), and computing their R would demand 1.1
TB memory (391, 002 × 8); (b) their algorithms for batch
selection were based on the truncated power method [39],
which was unable to find a solution even for our smallest
application (colonoscopy frame classification with 42,000
training patches in Sec. 4.1). Furthermore, as a conventional
method, it does not have those advantages listed in Sec. 1.
Specifically, they used SVM [40] as the base classifier, (a)
cannot effectively start with a completely empty labeled
dataset, and (b) cannot incrementally improve the learner
through continuous fine-tuning. They have no concept of
candidate, (c) cannot exploit expected consistency among
the patches within each candidate for active selection and
(d) cannot automatically handle noisy labels by using ma-
jority selection.
3.4 Injecting randomization in active selection
As discussed in [41], simple random selection may outper-
form active selection at the beginning, because the active
selection depends on the current model to select examples
for labeling; as a result, a poor selection made at an early
stage may adversely affect the quality of subsequent se-
lections; while the random selection gets less frequently
locked into a poor hypothesis. In other words, the active
selection concentrates on exploiting the knowledge gained
from the labels already acquired to further explore the deci-
sion boundary, while the random selection concentrates on
exploration, and so is able to locate areas of the feature space
where the classifier performs poorly. Therefore, an effective
active learning strategy must a balance between exploration
and exploitation. To this end, we inject randomization in
our method by selecting actively according to its sampling
probability Asi .
A′i ← (A′i −A′ωb)/(A′1 −A′ωb), ∀i ∈ [1, ωb] (5)
Asi ← A′i/
∑
i
A′i, ∀i ∈ [1, ωb] (6)
where A′i is sorted Ai according to its value in a descending
order, ω is named random extension. Suppose b number of
candidates are required for annotation. Instead of selecting
top b candidates, we extend the candidate selection pool to
ω × b. Then we select candidates from this pool with their
sampling probabilities Asi to inject randomization.
3.5 Comparing various learning strategies
From the discussion above, several active learning strategies
can be derived as summarized in Tab. 2. Our comprehensive
comparisons (reported in Sec. 4.4) show that (1) AFT′ is
unstable; (2) AFT′′ needs a careful parameter adjustment;
and (3) AFT is the most reliable in comparison with AFT′
and AFT′′, but it requires to fine-tune the original modelM0
from the beginning using the all presently-available-labeled
samples L⋃Q in each step. To overcome this drawback,
we develop an optimized version AFT∗, which continuously
fine-tunes the current modelMT −1 using newly annotated
candidates enlarged by those misclassified candidates, that
is, Q⋃H. Several researchers have demonstrated that fine-
tuning offers better performance and is more robust than
training from scratch. Moreover, our experiments show
AFT∗ saves training time by converging faster than repeat-
edly fine-tuning the original pre-trained CNN, and boosts
performance by eliminating easy samples, focusing on hard
samples, and preventing catastrophic forgetting.
Fig. 2 (a) compares AFT∗ with RFT using the Places
database. For RFT, six different sequences are generated via
systematic random sampling. The final curve is plotted by
the average performance of six runs. As shown in Fig. 2 (a),
AFT∗, with only 2,906 candidate queries, can achieve the
performance of RFT with 4,452 candidate queries in terms
of AUC (area under the curve), while, with only 1,176
candidate queries, it can achieve the performance of full
training with all 42,000 candidates. Thereby, 34.7% of the
labeling cost could be saved from RFT, and 97.2% of the
labeling cost could be saved from full training. When nearly
100% training data are used, the performance still keeps
7TABLE 2: Active learning strategies.
Selection Sample Model Terminology
Active Q MT −1 AFT′
Active H⋃Q MT −1 AFT∗
Active L⋃Q MT −1 AFT′′
Active L⋃Q M0 AFT
Random L⋃Q M0 RFT
1 Active: diversity, diversityα, diversityω , diversityαω , etc.
2 L: labeled candidates.
3 Q: newly selected candidates.
4 H: misclassified candidates.
5 M0: pre-trained LeNet [42], AlexNet [43], GooLeNet [44],
VGG [45], ResNet [46], DenseNet [47], etc.
increasing; therefore, considering 22 layers GoogLeNet ar-
chitecture, the size of dataset is still not enough. AFT∗ is a
general algorithm not only useful in biomedical dataset but
also other datasets; AFT∗ works for multi-class problems.
4 APPLICATIONS
We apply our methods AFT and AFT∗ to three applications,
including colonoscopy frame classification, polyp detection,
and pulmonary embolism (PE) detection. In terms of active
selection criteria, eight strategies are compared in the exper-
iment, i.e., diversity, (Eq. 2), diversityα (Sec. 3.3), diversityω
(Sec 3.4), diversityαω (Sec. 3.3 and Sec 3.4), entropy (Eq. 1),
entropyα, entropyω , entropyαω . For all applications, we set α
to 1/4 and ω to 5. Tajbakhsh et al. [16] reported the state-of-
the-art performance of fine-tuning and learning from scratch
based on the whole datasets, which is used for the baseline
performance for comparison. They also investigated the
performance of (partial) fine-tuning with a sequence of
partial training datasets, but their partition of the datasets
were different; therefore, for fair comparison with their
idea, we introduce RFT, which fine-tunes the original model
M0 from the beginning using the all presently-available-
labeled samples L⋃Q, where Q is randomly selected, in
each step. In all three applications, our AFT∗ begins with an
empty training dataset and directly uses pre-trained models
(AlexNet and GoogLeNet adopted) on ImageNet.
4.1 Colonoscopy Frame Classification
Image quality assessment can have a major role in objec-
tive quality assessment of colonoscopy procedures. Typi-
cally, a colonoscopy video contains a large number of non-
informative images with poor colon visualization that are
not suitable for inspecting the colon or performing thera-
peutic actions. The larger the fraction of non-informative
images in a video, the lower the quality of colon visu-
alization, and thus the lower the quality of colonoscopy.
Therefore, one way to measure the quality of a colonoscopy
procedure is to monitor the quality of the captured images.
Such quality assessment can be used during live procedures
to limit low-quality examinations or in a post-processing
setting for quality monitoring purposes. Technically, image
quality assessment at colonoscopy can be viewed as an im-
age classification task whereby an input image is labeled as
either informative or non-informative. Fig. 4 shows examples
of informative and non-informative colonoscopy frames.
In this application, frames are regarded as candidates,
as the labels (informative or non-informative) are associated
Fig. 4: Three examples of colonoscopy frames, (a) informa-
tive, (b) non-informative, and (c) ambiguous but labeled as
“informative” because experts label frames based on the
overall quality: if over 75% of a frame (i.e., candidate in
this application) is clear, it is considered “informative”. As a
result, an ambiguous candidate contains both clear and blur
parts, and generates noise labels at the patch level from au-
tomatic data argumentation. For example, the whole frame
(c) is labeled as “informative”, but not all the patches (d)
associated with this frames are “informative”, although they
inherit the “informative” label. This is the main motivation
for the majority selection in our AFT∗ method.
with frames as illustrated in Fig. 4 (a) (b). In total, there are
4,000 colonoscopy candidates from 6 complete colonoscopy
videos. A trained expert then manually labeled the collected
images as informative or non-informative (line 11 in Alg. 1).
A gastroenterologist further reviewed the labeled images for
corrections. The labeled frames at the video level are sepa-
rated into training and test sets, each containing approxi-
mately 2,000 colonoscopy frames. For data augmentation,
we extracted 21 patches from each frame.
Fig. 5 (a) shows that AFT∗ with only around 120 can-
didate queries (6.0%) can achieve the performance of 100%
training dataset fine-tune from AlexNet (solid black line in
the figure, where AUC=.9366), and with only 80 candidate
queries (4.0%) can achieve the performance of 100% training
dataset learning from scratch (dashed black line in the
figure, where AUC=.9204), and with 80 candidate queries
can achieve the performance of RFT with 320 candidate
queries. Thereby, around 75% labeling cost could be save
from RFT in colonoscopy frame classification. At the early
steps, RFT yields great performance than most of active
selecting strategies, because 1) random selection gives the
samples with the positive-negative ratio compatible with
the testing and validation dataset; 2) the pre-trained model
gives poor predictions on biomedical image domain, as
it was trained by natural images. Its output probabilities
are mostly confused or even opposite, yielding poor se-
lection scores. However, with the randomness injected as
described in Sec. 3.4, AFT∗−diversityαω and AFT∗−entropyαω
performance better even at the early stages and increase
8Fig. 5: Comparison of eight active selection strategies for three medical applications, including (a) colonoscopy frame
classification, (b) polyp detection, and (c) pulmonary embolism detection, on the testing dataset using AlexNet. The solid
black line is for the current state-of-the-art performance of fine-tuning using full training data and the dashed black line is
for the performance of training from scratch using full training data.
Fig. 6: Polyps in colonoscopy videos with different shape
and appearance.
the performance very quickly along the step. In addition,
AFT∗ performs promisingly and efficiently comparing to
AFT which always uses the whole labeled dataset and fine-
tune from the beginning (see comparisons in Tab. 3).
4.2 Polyp Detection
Colonoscopy is the preferred technique for colon cancer
screening and prevention. The goal of colonoscopy is to
find and remove colonic polyps—precursors to colon cancer.
Polyps, as shown in Fig. 6, can appear with substantial
variations in color, shape, and size. The challenging ap-
pearance of polyps can often lead to misdetection, particu-
larly during long and back-to-back colonoscopy procedures
where fatigue negatively affects the performance of colono-
scopists. Polyp miss-rates are estimated to be about 4% to
12% [48]–[51]; however, a more recent clinical study [52]
is suggestive that this misdetection rate may be as high as
25%. Missed polyps can lead to the late diagnosis of colon
cancer with an associated decreased survival rate of less
than 10% for metastatic colon cancer [53]. Computer-aided
polyp detection may enhance optical colonoscopy screening
by reducing polyp misdetection.
The dataset contains 38 patients with one video each.
The training dataset is composed of 21 videos (11 with
polyps and 10 without polyps), while the testing dataset is
composed of 17 videos (8 videos with polyps and 9 videos
without polyps). In this application, each polyp candidate is
regarded as a candidate. At the video level, the candidates
were divided into the training dataset (16300 candidates)
and testing dataset 11950 candidates). Each candidate con-
tains 24 patches.
At each polyp candidate location with the given bound-
ing box, we performed a data augmentation by a factor
f ∈ {1.0, 1.2, 1.5}. At each scale, we extracted patches after
the candidate is translated by 10 percent of the resized
bounding box in vertical and horizontal directions. We
further rotated each resulting patch 8 times by mirroring
and flipping. The patches generated by data augmentation
belong to the same candidate.
Fig. 5 (b) shows that AFT∗ with only around 320 candi-
date queries (2.04%) can achieve the performance of 100%
training dataset fine-tune from AlexNet (solid black line in
the figure, where AUC=.9615), and with only 10 candidate
queries (0.06%) can achieve the performance of 100% train-
ing dataset learning from scratch (dashed black line in the
figure, where AUC=.9358), and with 10 candidate queries
can achieve the performance of RFT with 80 candidate
queries. Thereby, nearly 87% labeling cost could be save
from RFT in polyp detection. The fast convergence and
outstanding performance of AFT∗ is attributed to the major-
ity and randomization method, which can both efficiently
select the informative and representative candidates while
excluding those with noisy labels, and boost the initial
performance at the early stages. Diversity, which strongly
favors candidates whose prediction pattern resembles Pat-
tern C (see Tab. 1), works even poorer than RFT because of
noisy labels generated through data augmentation.
4.3 Pulmonary Embolism Detection
Pulmonary Embolism (PE) is a major national health prob-
lem, and computer-aid PE detection can improve diagnostic
capabilities of radiologists. A PE is a blood clot that travels
from a lower extremity source to the lung, where it causes
blockage of the pulmonary arteries. The mortality rate of un-
treated PE may approach 30% [54], but it decreases to as low
as 2% with early diagnosis and appropriate treatment [55].
CT pulmonary angiography (CTPA) is the primary means
for PE diagnosis, wherein a radiologist carefully traces
each branch of the pulmonary artery for any suspected
PEs. CTPA interpretation is a time-consuming task whose
accuracy depends on human factors, such as attention span
and sensitivity to the visual characteristics of PEs. CAD can
have a major role in improving PE diagnosis and decreasing
the reading time of CTPA datasets.
We use a database consisting of 121 CTPA datasets with
a total of 326 PEs. Each PE candidate is regarded as a
9Fig. 7: Five different PEs in the standard 3-channel represen-
tation, as well as in the 2-channel representation [56] , which
was adopted in this work because it achieves greater classifi-
cation accuracy and accelerates CNN training convergence.
The figure is used with permission.
candidate with 50 patches. We divided candidates at the
patient level into a training dataset with 434 true positives
(199 unique PEs) and 3,406 false positives, and a testing
dataset with 253 true positives (127 unique PEs) and 2,162
false positives. The overall PE probability is calculated by
averaging the probabilistic prediction generated for the
patches within PE candidate after data augmentation.
Fig. 5 (c) shows that AFT∗ with 2560 candidate queries
(66.68%) can almost achieve the performance of 100% both
training dataset fine-tune from AlexNet and learning from
scratch (solid black line and dashed black line in the figure,
where AUC=.8763 and AUC=.8706), and with 1280 can-
didate queries can achieve the performance of RFT with
2560 candidate queries. Based on this analysis, the cost of
annotation can be cut at least half by our method from RFT
in pulmonary embolism detection.
4.4 Comparison of all the methods
As summarized in Tab. 2, several active learning strategies
can be derived. The prediction performance was evaluated
according to the ALC (Area under the Learning Curve). A
learning curve plots AUC computed on the testing dataset,
as a function of the number of labels queried [57]. Tab. 3
shows the ALC of AFT′, AFT′′, AFT and AFT∗ comparing
to RFT. Our comprehensive experiments have demonstrated
that:
1) Active fine-tuning methods using entropy and diversity
with majority and randomization selection can achieve
better performance than random selection.
2) Only using newly selected candidates for fine-tuning
current model (strategy AFT′) is unstable because pre-
trained samples may be forgotten if the classifier is only
trained on the newly selected samples along the steps,
leading to a lower ALC.
3) AFT′′ requires a careful parameter adjustment. Al-
though its performance is acceptable, it requires the
same computing time as AFT, meaning there is no ad-
vantage on continuously fine-tuning the current model.
4) AFT maintains the most reliable performance in com-
parison with AFT′ and AFT′′.
Fig. 8: Top 10 candidates selected by the four AFT∗
methods at Step 3 in colonoscopy frame classification.
Positive candidates are in red and negative candidates
are in blue. AFT∗−Diversityα prefers Pattern B while
AFT∗−Diversity suggests Pattern C. Both AFT∗−Entropy
and AFT∗−Entropyα favor Pattern A because of its higher
degrees of uncertainty. However, in this case at Step 3, with
AFT∗−Entropyα, there are no more candidates with Pattern
A; therefore, candidates with Pattern B are selected.
5) The optimized version AFT∗ shares the comparable
performance as AFT and outperforms occasionally by
eliminating easy samples, focusing on hard samples
and preventing catastrophic forgetting.
6) Active selection with diversity works even poorer than
RFT because it favors Pattern C, which is most likely
associated with noisy labels injected through data aug-
mentation (see Fig. 4 (c), (d)).
7) Majority selection (described in Sec. 3.3) can automat-
ically handle noisy labels and overcome the drawback
of diversity, especially for colonoscopy frame classifica-
tion with severe noisy labels as shown in Fig. 4 (c), (d).
The majority selection involves a fewer patches within
each annotation unit and saves more computation time.
4.5 Observations on selected patterns
We meticulously monitored the active selection process
and examined the selected candidates, as an example, we
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TABLE 3: Comparison of all the methods. The baseline performance is that RFT (ALC=.8991) for colonoscopy frame
classification, RFT (ALC=.9379) for polyp detection, RFT (ALC=.7874) for pulmonary embolism detection using
AlexNet. Bolded values indicate the outstanding learning strategies (see Tab. 2) using certain active selection criteria,
red values represent the best performance taken both learning strategies and active selection criteria into consideration.
application method diversity diversityα diversityω diversityαω entropy entropyα entropyω entropyαω
Colonoscopy
frame
classification
AFT′ .8375 .8773 .8995 .9160 .8444 .8227 .9136 .9061
AFT′′ .8501 .8956 .9083 .9262 .9149 .9051 .9033 .9223
AFT .9183 .9253 .9299 .9344 .9219 .9180 .9268 .9291
AFT∗ .9048 .9236 .9241 .9179 .9198 .9266 .9257 .9293
Polyp
detection
AFT′ .8669 .9023 .8984 .9168 .8834 .8656 .9034 .9271
AFT′′ .9195 .9142 .9497 .9488 .9204 .9255 .9475 .9444
AFT .9242 .9285 .9353 .9355 .9292 .9238 .9367 .9522
AFT∗ .9013 .9370 .9116 .9363 .9321 .9436 .9196 .9443
Pulmonary
embolism
detection
AFT′ .7828 .7911 .7690 .7977 .7855 .7736 .7296 .7833
AFT′′ .8083 .8176 .7975 .8263 .8032 .8086 .8022 .8245
AFT .7650 .7973 .7978 .8040 .7917 .7878 .7964 .8222
AFT∗ .8272 .7876 .8047 .8245 .8218 .7995 .8155 .8205
include the top 10 candidates selected by the four AFT∗
methods at Step 3 in colonoscopy frame classification in
Fig. 8. From this process, we have observed the following:
• Patterns A and B are dominant in the earlier stages of
AFT∗ as the CNN has not been fine-tuned properly to
the target domain.
• Patterns C, D and E are dominant in the later stages of
AFT∗ as the CNN has been largely fine-tuned on the
target dataset.
• The majority selection, i.e., entropyα, diversityα, is ef-
fective in excluding Patterns C, D, and E, while entropy
(without the majority selection) can handle Patterns C,
D, and E reasonably well.
• Patterns B, F, and G generally make good contributions
to elevating the current CNN’s performance.
• Entropy and entropyα favor Pattern A because of its
higher degree of uncertainty as shown in Fig. 8.
• Diversityα prefers Pattern B while diversity prefers
Pattern C (Fig. 8). This is why diversity may cause
sudden disturbances in the CNN’s performance and
why diversityα should be preferred in general.
In addition, to create a visual impression on how
newly selected images look like, we show the top and
bottom five images selected by four active selection strate-
gies (i.e., diversity, diversityα, entropy and entropyα) from
Places at Step 11 in Fig. 11 and their associated predictions
by the current CNN in Tab. 5. Such a gallery offers an
intuitive way to analyze the most/least favored images and
has helped us develop different active selection strategies.
4.6 Automatically balancing positive-negative ratios
In real-world applications, datasets are usually unbalanced.
In order to achieve good classification performance, it is
better to balance the training dataset in terms of classes.
For random selection, the ratio is roughly the same as the
whole training dataset. We observe that our active learning
methods, AFT∗ and AFT, are capable of making the selected
training dataset balanced automatically. Our datasets are
unbalanced—more negatives and fewer positives. As shown
in Fig. 9, for colonoscopy frame classification, the ratio
between positives and negatives is around 3:7; for polyp
detection and pulmonary embolism detection, the ratios are
around 1:9. After monitoring the active selection process,
AFT∗ and AFT can select at least twice more positives than
random selection. We believe that this is one of the reasons
that AFT∗ and AFT achieve better performance quickly.
Fig. 9: Positive-negative ratio in the candidates selected by
AFT∗, AFT and RFT. Please note that, the ratio in RFT is
approximately standing for the ratio of the whole dataset.
4.7 Generalizability of AFT∗ in CNN architectures
We based our experiments on AlexNet, because its archi-
tecture offers a nice balance in depth: it is deep enough
that we can investigate the impact of AFT∗ and AFT on
the performance of pre-trained CNNs, and it is also shallow
enough that we can conduct experiments quickly. The learn-
ing parameters used for training and fine-tuning of AlexNet
in our experiments are summarized in Tab. 4. Alternatively,
deeper architectures, such as GoogLeNet [44], ResNet [46],
and DenseNet [47], could have been used and have shown
relatively high performance for challenging computer vision
tasks. However, the purpose of this work is not to achieve
the highest performance for different biomedical image
tasks but to answer a critical question: How to dramatically
reduce the cost of annotation when applying CNNs in biomedical
imaging. For these purposes, AlexNet is a reasonable ar-
chitectural choice. Nevertheless, we have experimented our
three applications on GoogLeNet, demonstrating consistent
patterns between AlexNet and GoogLeNet as shown in
Figs. 2, 5 and 10. As a result, given this generalizability,
we could focus on comparing the prediction patterns (sum-
marized in Tab. 1) and learning strategies (summarized in
Tab. 2) instead of running experiments on various deep
neural network architectures.
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Fig. 10: Comparing AFT∗ and AFT on GoogLeNet for our three applications, including (a) colonoscopy frame classification,
(b) polyp detection, and (c) pulmonary embolism detection, demonstrates consistent patterns with AlexNet (see Fig. 5).
TABLE 4: Learning parameters used for training and fine-tuning of AlexNet for AFT in our experiments. µ is
the momentum, lrfc8 is the learning rate of the weights in the last layer, α is the learning rate of the weights
in the rest layers, and γ determines how lr decreases over epochs. “epochs” indicates the number of epochs
used in each step. For AFT∗, all the parameters are set to the same as AFT except the learning rate lr, which
is set to 1/10 of that for AFT.
Applications µ lr lrfc8 γ epoch
Colonoscopy Frame Classification 0.9 0.0001 0.001 0.95 8
Polyp Detection 0.9 0.0001 0.001 0.95 10
Pulmonary Embolism Detection 0.9 0.001 0.01 0.95 5
5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed a novel method for
dramatically cutting annotation cost by integrating active
learning and transfer learning. In comparison with the state-
of-the-art method [16] (random selection), our method can
cut the annotation cost by at least half in three biomedical
applications, and >33% in nature image database relative
to their random selection. This performance is attributed to
our eight advantages associated with our method (detailed
in Sec. 1).
We choose to select, classify and label samples at the
candidate level. Labeling at the patient level would certainly
reduce the cost of annotation more but introduce more se-
vere label noise; labeling at the patch level would cope with
the label noise but impose a much heavier burden on experts
for annotation. We believe that labeling at the candidate
level offers a sensible balance in our three applications.
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Fig. 11: Gallery of top five and bottom five candidates
actively selected at Step 11 by the methods proposed in
Sec. 3.2 and Sec 3.3 under the experimental setting.
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TABLE 5: Detailed predictions of top five and bottom five candidates at Step 11. Three probabilities predicted from
CNN, where bolded columns represent dominated predictions, lighted blue numbers are used to calculate different active
selection criteria.
